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Abstract. MIMO systems control is more complex than SISO systems control 

because its variables are coupled, but multivariable control techniques can get 

them decoupled. There are many MIMO systems in the industry but the majori-

ty are controlled in ranges where is possible using SISO systems techniques, 

because the difficulty of multivariable control. Genetic Programming is a tech-

nique that can be used obtaining mathematical models but the program design is 

complex and requires great computational power to get good results. In this pa-

per an alternative algorithm using genetic programming is employed for decou-

pling a paper machine process and an irrigation system of fields, the complexity 

of genetic programming technique is simplified with a new propose equation 

structure that replace the classical tree-based individuals, the equation  structure 

reduce the time creating individuals and evaluating its fitness value, using the 

new equation structure is possible to obtain decoupling blocks for decouple the 

MIMO systems. 

Keywords. Genetic programming, multivariable control, decoupling of MIMO 

systems, mathematical models. 

1 Introduction 

The main objective of control theory is to achieve a desired behavior in controlled 

variables, and it could be the input tracking or system stabilization [1]. 

When systems have several inputs and outputs are denominated Multiple Input- 

Multiple Output (MIMO) and systems with only one input and one output are called 

Single Input-Single Output (SISO) [2-4]. 

Decoupled MIMO systems have several inputs and outputs, but there is not rela-

tionships among its variables, which means that they can be easily separated in one 

SISO system per every combination of input and output. When MIMO systems are 
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coupled their inputs and outputs have relationships among its variables and to get 

them decoupled classical Multivariable Control (MC) techniques are required [5-7]. 

MC is important because there are many MIMO processes in the industry, but the 

majority of them are controlled in limited ranges using the SISO systems techniques, 

although systems remains uncoupled, this partial solution is used because classical 

MC techniques are more difficult compared with SISO systems control, [8-10]. 

The classical MC techniques are focused on the suppression of relationships 

among the variables of MIMO systems, decoupling blocks or gains, are commonly 

used to suppress this relationships, but complex mathematical models are needed to 

obtain the decoupling blocks and this does not guarantee results, i.e. with the mathe-

matical model it is not always possible to get a decoupled system [4], [11]. 

An alternative technique to get decoupling blocks for coupled MIMO systems is to 

obtain them by using Genetic Programing (GP). GP is an evolutionary algorithm pro-

posed by John Koza, this technique is able to develop computer programs by a sto-

chastic form, which is related to natural selection studied by Charles Darwin [11-12]. 

Getting linear and nonlinear models using GP does not need human work during 

program execution, although the algorithm which obtains them needs to be developed 

[11]. In addition, the GP algorithm is able to test several cases until it finds the solu-

tion and suppress the complex analysis used in classical MC techniques, obtaining the 

decoupling blocks for coupled MIMO systems. 

GP algorithm is capable of obtaining unknown mathematical functions or models, 

by using natural selection criteria during several generations on a population of possi-

ble solutions, but the program design is complex and after finished requires great 

computational power in order to get good results [11]. 

The population of a GP algorithm is commonly constructed by using a set of tree- 

based individuals that represent the possible program solutions. Tree-based represen-

tation involves several conversions during GP algorithm, between the tree structure 

and the program represented [12-14]. 

In this paper an alternative equation structure is proposed to replace the classical 

tree-based individuals in a GP population, this new structure reduce time creating 

individuals and calculating its fitness value, also simplifies the GP algorithm design. 

The power of the equation structure, is tested on a GP algorithm, where difficult 

known mathematical functions are proposed to be found. The new structure is also 

tested in a generator of decoupling blocks using GP, this is used to decouple a repre-

sentative plant of a paper production machine process and an analog irrigation system 

of fields represented by a Resistor-Capacitor (RC) circuit. 

Paper transport machine representation was elected to test the new equation struc-

ture in a generator of decoupling blocks using GP athwart to a complex MIMO sys-

tem and the coupled RC circuit was used in order to test a simpler scenario. 

2 Concepts of Intelligent Computing and GP Algorithm Design 

The recent improvements in computational power related to increase of memory and 

processor speed, has benefited the soft computing techniques including GP, this new 



computational power makes possible to use soft computing tools on real applications 

like described in [14-17]. 

2.1 Intelligent Computing and Evolutionary Algorithms 

Intelligent computing solve problems, using computational algorithms that does not 

require human work during its execution and emulate the intelligence of natural or-

ganisms. Intelligent computing has techniques like neural networks, fuzzy logic and 

evolutionary algorithms among others [17]. 

Evolutionary algorithms are based on natural selection principles proposed by 

Charles Darwin in his work “The origin of species”, where organisms with better 

adaptations to their environment survive and reproduces to pass their genes to the next 

generation. The process of an evolutionary algorithm starts creating an initial popula-

tion, then some individuals of the population are randomly selected to change their 

structure, after that, all individuals are tested against the problem and the best possible 

solutions are selected to pass their genes to the next generation, finally, the population 

is rearranged according to its fitness value, which is a number that quantifies the ca-

pabilities that an individual has to solve a given problem, this process is repeated by 

several generations until it finds the required solution [18]. 

2.2 GP Algorithm Techniques 

GP belongs to the evolutionary algorithms and follows their algorithm process, the 

steps of this process are follow creating programs that has unknown structures and are 

only limited in their extension, this programs are generated as a possible solution for a 

given problem [11-13]. 

Individuals. The representation of individuals or possible solutions in a GP popula-

tion are commonly using a tree-based structure. Tree-based structure is similar to a 

tree because has a root and leaves, leaves are integrated by operators, variables or 

constants and the root is the first operation like is shown in Fig 1, a tree based indi-

vidual is only limited by its depth, which is the number of levels since the root until 

the last level of leaves (Fig 1) [12-14], [16-18]. 

 

Fig. 1. Tree-based individual with depth of 3 levels. 



Individuals Representation. The tree-based representation has a form that requires a 

representative word, so that the individual can be programmed reducing the required 

storage and pointers which reduces the efficiency of GP algorithm [13]. The repre-

sentative word of the individual in Fig. 1 is shown in equation (1). 

 (-(*(9, ),6), /( ( ,5),2))a c   (1) 

Population. Full and grown are common algorithms to create a GP population. Full 

algorithm creates all individuals with the same depth selected by user and grown algo-

rithm creates individuals with any depth under a desired depth limit [12-13]. 

Fitness Value. The selection of individuals must be according to its fitness value, 

which is calculated by using the fitness function, this is an equation that compare the 

individuals with the desired characteristics to solve the problem. Fitness function can 

be the difference between an output and a desired output in control systems [12-13]. 

Tournament. The most common technique used in the selection of individuals is the 

tournament [13]. Tournament randomly selects sets of a defined number of individu-

als, then a winner is selected per set according to its fitness value and the individual 

winners performs a crossover operation to generate new elements [13-14]. 

Crossover. The mix of genes from the parents is made by a crossover operation, 

which first step is to randomly select a crossover point and then the tree-based parents 

are separated in sub-trees according to the place of the crossover point, finally their 

sub-trees are mixed to create new individuals, like in Fig. 2 [13-14], [16-18]. 

 

Fig. 2. Crossover operation between two parents generated with grown algorithm. 

Mutation. This technique is an asexual reproduction that allows to include required 

genes that was not in the initial population. The process of mutation imply the random 

selection of an individual and this is mixed by crossover operation with a new created 

individual [12-14]. 

Elitism. The elitism maintain only the better adapted individuals for its reproduction 

and is programmed to avoid crossover operation of worst adapted individuals [12-13]. 



3 Program Design to Find a Proposed Function 

Develop of a GP algorithm starts with the definition of initial values, this define be-

havior, desired solutions and limitations of the GP algorithm. The initial values are 

number of generations that algorithm is executed before stop, desired fitness value, 

individuals depth and their quantity in the GP population, after defined this values 

every technique is programmed following the section 2.2. 

The creation of the GP program to find a proposed known function, requires the in-

itial definition of the function and include it in the calculus of the fitness value. The 

fitness function must be programed to represent the difference between the evaluated 

value for coordinates x and y, using the proposed function and the individual that is 

being evaluated, like is in equation (2). 
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Fitness function in equation (2) will generate a fitness value produced by the error 

between the known function and the individual, when the difference is minor the fit-

ness value will be near to cero and the individual will have a better adaptability for 

the problem solution. 

After program the algorithm to find proposed functions following GP process with 

tree-based individuals and using function aptitude in equation (2), was found that 

good results were produced but requiring great storage and time execution, which is 

related to great computational power demanded, like is mentioned in [11] and [14]. 

3.1 New Alternative Equation Structure 

The analysis of GP algorithm to find proposed functions, shows that the main prob-

lem related to slow speed and great used storage, is due to the number of conversions 

required to represent an equation or mathematical function by using a tree representa-

tion. Conversions between a representative words of tree-based individuals and its 

represented equation, requires scanning for operators, variables and constants, then 

link operators to variables, producing the represented equation, so that fitness function 

be evaluated, like is shown in Fig. 3. 

The use of conversions begins when the individual is created, in this moment the 

tree-based individual is generated by creating a representative word which contains 

the leaves in the tree representation, after generate the individual, fitness function 

must be evaluated and another conversion must be done, so that the representative 

word be expressed in an equation form to obtain the fitness value using equation (2), 

the tree representative word is used again in crossover operation and when the new 

individuals are obtained the conversion is used again to get their fitness value. The 

conversions increase time execution because are performed during several generations 

per every individual until the solution is obtained. 



 

Fig. 3. Resume of the required conversions in a tree-based individual in the GP algorithm. 

3.2 Equation-Based Individuals 

The change of the individual representation by an equation, will simplify the process 

and also will reduce the execution time and storage required, in addition an equation 

representation is easily understandable by computer systems. Equation structure have 

operators, constants and variables, but without the required tree structure demanded in 

classical GP algorithms, the structure will not be limited by connections and is com-

prehend by any user because has the same structure that common equations, in Fig. 4 

is shown a new equation-based individual. 

 

Fig. 4. Representation of new equation individuals. 

Equation structures can contain any kind of operators like power represented by ^, 

which was not used in tree structures because operators from tree representations 

require at least two new leaves per operator. The use of new equation structure sup-

press the conversions used in tree-based individuals, because the equation-based indi-

vidual has no representative word, the equation is the individual and does not require 

any conversion to evaluate the fitness function, like is shown in Fig. 5. 

 

Fig. 5. Resume of GP algorithm for new equation-based individuals with no conversions. 

The equation-based individual has problems with functions like described in equation 

(3), because this representation has no parenthesis to separate the operations in 

groups. 
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3.3 Equation-Based Individuals with Parenthesis 

Equation-based individuals with parenthesis in operations without reduce the code 

speed or increase the storage, must be implemented so that any function be reachable. 

The equation-based individuals inside an array can represent parenthesis when opera-

tions are evaluated per element, and are read it like is shown in Fig. 6. 

 

Fig. 6. Reading of an equation-based individual that includes parenthesis. 

The main reason that explain the use of an array besides parenthesis, is to read easily 

the individual without scan by the parenthesis characters during GP algorithm. When 

array is used, the access per operation only requires the evaluation of the selected 

element and the operation can be done without any conversion. The first operator in 

every element is to connect the next operation. First element has an operator without 

use while evaluating the fitness value, but is required during crossover so that two 

new individuals can be created. 

3.4 New Population Algorithm 

Population algorithm for individuals with equation structure will be grown or full like 

in classical GP algorithm, but the limits are not defined according to depth, because 

there are no levels in equation-based individuals, the limits in this structures are the 

number of operators per element, and the number of elements per array. 

3.5 New Crossover Operation 

With equation structure inside of an array to represent parenthesis per element, a new 

scheme of crossover operation must be defined, because classical crossover operation 

requires concepts like levels and sub-trees, which does not exist in equation-based 

individuals. 

Crossover operation of equation-based individuals is similar to the used in genetic 

algorithms, where a crossover point is selected and before of this point, the genes of a 

parent are used and after crossover point the genes of the other parent, if the genes of 

parents are arranged in inverted order to generate a new element, it is possible to cre-

ate two new individuals per crossover operation like is shown in Fig. 7. 

 

Fig. 7. New crossover operation using equation-based individuals. 



3.6 New Mutation and Elitism Techniques 

Mutation. This technique use the same concept described in section 2.2, and the only 

change is in how crossover operation is done, because the equation structure requires 

a crossover operation according to section 3.5. 

Elitism. The elitism technique uses same concept described in 2.2, this is present in 

tournament selection where only better adapted individuals per tournament are repro-

duced and in a programed function to delete individuals with the worst fitness bellow 

a desired number of admitted individuals, contributing to maintain ecologic stability. 

4 MIMO coupled Systems 

The paper production machine process is a coupled MIMO system like irrigation of 

fields process, i.e. when one input is changed more than one output is affected, after 

decoupled this MIMO systems could be separated in SISO systems and controlled 

with SISO techniques, but with greater ranges without the limitations of coupled sys-

tems. 

4.1 Paper Production Machine 

Paper industry involves MC, because paper transport is a continuous production line 

that required the control of speed and tension in paper, which are coupled variables, 

because while the speed of paper is changed, tension must be controlled to avoid the 

paper rupture and when tension is changed speed of paper transport is affected. 

An analog plant of a paper machine is the coupled transmission device CE108 de-

veloped by TecQuipmentTM, this apparatus uses a belt that represents paper and has 

three pulleys, two are linked to motors that produce the movement in paper transport 

and a third upper pulley allow measurement of speed and tension in belt. 

4.2 Irrigation of Fields System 

The irrigation process involves the use of water pumps for take water from wells to 

irrigated fields and valves are used to control water flow while irrigating. 

Representing the irrigation plant with an analog RC circuit, power supplies in cir-

cuit imitate water pumps, resistors act as water valves and capacitors reproduce irri-

gated fields, like is shown in Fig. 8. 

 

Fig. 8. Comparison between irrigation of fields system and RC circuit. 



Irrigation of fields system has two coupled inputs represented by the power supplies, 

when a power supply is closed the water on fields is reduced, and if the other is closed 

the same occurs to all fields, in a desired decoupled system the water per field is 

changed only by one power supply or water pump. 

5 Results 

First test of equation structure in GP, is to reach a desired function proposed or at 

least approximated with an admissible error. Second test was apply the GP algorithm 

with an equation structure in the obtaining of decoupling blocks for real systems. 

5.1 Reachable Proposed Functions 

The function test using equation structure in GP algorithm, employ the fitness func-

tion in equation (2) and the initial values: 2000 generations, 250 individuals of popu-

lation size, 6 operations per individual, 30 individuals mutated per generation, 5 indi-

viduals per tournament, and 240 individuals admitted according to their fitness value. 

Equations (4) and (5) was the proposed tested functions. 
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The first equation results are shown in graph A in Fig. 9, where the total error be- 

tween proposed equation and better adapted individual is 144.5667 units, which 

means an average error per point of 1.445667 units. 

Despite this error, when the functions are plotted a minimal difference is observa-

ble between the two functions, which is logical considering the complexity of the 

equation since there are trigonometric functions with variables inside them, however a 

better approximation can be calculated by using the structure obtained in a genetic 

algorithm. 

The tool that helps to reach any trigonometric function is trigonometric interpola-

tion, where the only needed functions are sine and cosine in a polynomial expression. 

Using trigonometric identities and trigonometric interpolation is possible to reach any 

trigonometric function with an error depending of the polynomial elements [19]. 

Results of second equation are shown in graph B in Fig. 9, where total error is 

5.6316 and average error per point is 0.056316, a minimal error considering that the 

maxim value of function is around 100.3334 and the error once plotted is not visible. 

The individuals obtained for first and second test are in equations (6) and (7). 

 2cos(x)sin(y) 5cos(y) y 7sin(y) x     (6) 
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Fig. 9. Proposed functions approximated by using GP algorithm with equation structure. 

After test the equation structure in the GP algorithm, the required time using the ini-

tial values was: 2.6538 seconds creating the initial population of 250 individuals with 

6 operations, 4.3462 seconds evaluating the fitness value of this 250 individuals, an 

average time of 0.8112 seconds per generation and a total time of 1464.1 seconds 

since the algorithms starts until stops on the 2000 generation. 

5.2 Decoupling of MIMO Systems 

Initial values in the GP algorithm with equation structure for decouple MIMO sys-

tems where set: 4000 generations, 300 individuals of population size, 4 operations per 

individual, 30 individuals mutated per generation, 5 individuals per tournament and 

240 individuals admitted according to its fitness value. 

The obtained blocks with the equation structure in a GP algorithm for decoupling 

MIMO systems, must be connected summing in the system inputs so that represent 

the right links between inputs for decouple the system, like is shown in Fig. 10. 

 

Fig. 10. Connection between system and decoupling blocks in a GP algorithm. 

Fitness value for decoupling MIMO system must be calculated using the equation (8), 

this fitness function evaluate the blocks by measuring the output change when an 

input is changed, RC circuit decoupling blocks were obtained using fitness function in 

equation (8), but in paper machine process the equation (9) must be used, where a is 

the input 1 or 2 depending of which input is increased while block is evaluated, this 

change of fitness function is because the settling time of paper process was around 50 

seconds, which makes the measurement process to slow evaluating fitness of decou-



pling blocks, but using fitness function in equation (9), the decoupling blocks can be 

evaluated in a desired range and this reduce time identification. 
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Paper process is originally coupled since the top value of speed belt in coordinates 

(voltage motor 1=10, voltage motor2=10, speed belt=10) of graph A in Fig. 11 is 

reached by the use of the two motors, i.e. speed belt depends of motor 1 and 2, tension 

belt is increased depending of the difference between the voltages of motors, like is 

shown in graph B of Fig. 11, i.e. paper tension is also coupled and this behavior could 

produce paper rupture because when speed is increased tension also change its value. 

The paper machine process can be decoupled if the obtained blocks using the equa-

tion structure in a GP algorithm 1.25x and –y are connected like is shown in Fig. 10, 

this blocks solve the problem because in graph C of Fig 11 the speed belt can be al-

most linear increased until the top value in coordinates (voltage motor 1=9, voltage 

motor 2=0, speed belt=10), this linear increasing is possible for ranges below of 2V in 

motor 2, which is used to control tension belt, when voltage in motor 2 is selected for 

greater values of tension, the system speed is affected by its tension, i.e. the system is 

decoupled for values of tension below of 2V in motor 2, however this works in a pa-

per production process, because only requires a minimal tension while speed is con- 

trolled in different values. 

 

Fig. 11. Paper machine process coupled and decoupled with equation structure in GP. 



The Irrigation process represented by the RC circuit is coupled because the greater 

voltages of capacitor 1 and capacitor 2 in coordinates (voltage 1=10, voltage 2=10, 

capacitor 1 voltage=10) and (voltage 1=10, voltage 2=10, capacitor 2 voltage=10) of 

graphs A and B in Fig. 12, are reached when the maxim voltages in sources are used 

and if one of the input voltages is changed the capacitor voltage change, i.e. capacitor 

voltages depends of the two input voltages in power supplies. 

Irrigation process can be fully decoupled if the obtained blocks with an equation 

structure in a GP algorithms -0.5x and -0.5y are connected like is shown in Fig. 10, 

this blocks decoupled the system because every capacitor voltage can be controlled 

with one input voltage and the other input does not affect it, i.e. the maxim value for 

capacitor 1 is in coordinates (voltage 1=10, voltage 2=0, capacitor 1 voltage=10) of 

graph C in Fig. 12 and is maintained for every capacitor 2 voltage, and in capacitor 2 

the maxim value is in coordinates (voltage 1=0, voltage 2=10, capacitor 2 voltage=10) 

of graph D in Fig. 12 and is maintained for every capacitor 1 voltage. 

 

Fig. 12. Irrigation system coupled and decoupled with equation structure in GP. 

Time for decoupling systems with a GP algorithm depends of the setting time in pro-

cesses, in paper machine is 50 seconds while in RC circuit is of 0.8 seconds. 

6 Conclusions 

The tree-based individuals can be replaced by an equation structure in the obtaining of 

mathematical functions or models, since all proposed functions where reachable with 

a minimal error and the practical application in the obtaining of decoupling blocks for 

MIMO systems is successful, since the paper speed in paper machine process can be 

controlled while tension is selected below 2 volts and the irrigation of fields is de- 

coupled because can be done with separated water pumps for each field. 



Equation structures for individuals reduce time execution and simplifies the GP algo-

rithm, because eliminate the required conversions between equation and tree represen-

tation individuals, when the classical tree based representation is used. 
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